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Abstract—Virtual reality (VR) is a rapidly emerging computer interface that attempts to immerse the user completely within an experimental recreation; thereby, greatly enhancing the overall impact and providing a much more intuitive link between the computer and the human participants. The main objective of this study is to design tractor trailer capable of meeting the customers’ requirements and suitable for rough conditions to be used in combination with a farm tractor in India. The final concept is capable of providing arrangements for attaching the trailer to the tractor easily by pickup hitch, stronger and lighter supporting frame, option of spare tyre etc. Furthermore, the resulting product design can be sent via the Internet to customers for comments or marketing purposes. The virtual prototyping (VP) system therefore facilitates advanced product design and helps reduce product development time and cost significantly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the commercial world of specialized practice, study projects can be concerned with large scale industrial invention and even the design of entire systems, or they can alternatively result in decisive advantages for small-and-medium-sized industries by enabling their products or components to attain technical or functional dominance in the universally competitive environment. Considering the very competitive industrial context with which the companies are currently confronted, every product development must be rapid and technologically satisfactory with minimization of cost. As a result of these constraints, companies tend to under estimate aspects such as the integration of human factors, and many current products have not been designed to fulfill the end user expectations [1].

The product development process generally involves a sequence of collecting requirements, conceptual design, engineering, manufacturing and finally a market release. Successful product development depends on collaboration and communication between all stakeholders (including designers and engineers, customers, marketers or managers); throughout the phases of the developmental process. In order to achieve this support horizontal communication has been considered as one of the important tools. For instance, sketches and drawings facilitate communication between designers, CAD models facilitate communication between engineers and the presentations or the reports are used for communication between departments. Supporting external communication (i.e. communication between people inside the development process and people outside the process) is more challenging because external stakeholders (such as end-users or customers) are usually not trained is being involved in a product development process (PDP).

However, Virtual Reality (VR) can facilitate the involvement of external stakeholders in the PDP. Stakeholder involvement can improve the information quality and quantity; end-user feedback for instance facilitates concept generation and selection, or identifies usability issues at an early stage. However, with only limited design information available it is difficult to provide stakeholders with a clear presentation of a product concept and future use in context. It is therefore proposed to use VR technologies to create realistic concept representations in the early stages of the design process. VR technologies create reality in which worlds, objects and characters can be experienced that may not yet be available in reality. As such it allows stakeholders to not only see the future product (which could also be achieved with a concept sketch or mock-up), but also experience the product and the interactions with its utility.

Virtual prototyping (VP) systems have been successfully developed and used in automobile and aerospace industries. These systems can be classified into two areas, namely product design and process simulation. For product design, various analyses regarding design validation, such as functional testing, form-and-fit testing, ergonomic testing, assembly testing and disassembly testing are performed on a model in the virtual environment. Chandra and Chandna provide a systematic approach to the utilization of hand anthropometric data in VP of hand tools [2]. Bennett presented how VP could assist the different stages of product development of complex aerospace products [3]. Rooks explained the use of digital mock-ups for finding out possible errors concerning product assembly in the early design stage [4]. The parts were firstly designed in a CAD system and subsequently assembled in a virtual environment. Siddique and Rosen suggested using VP to generate complete disassembly processes of a product design [5]. For process simulation, a manufacturing process is simulated in a computer to determine possible manufacturing problems or bottle necks in production such that expensive physical mock-ups can be saved. Schulz applied VR technique to simulate the forming process of stamping products in order to study the residual stress and material distribution [6]. Bowyer et al.
developed a virtual milling machine that could cut a virtual block to produce a part with the desired shape by a virtual tool [7]. Bickel developed a virtual welding cell for precise weld path generation for die re-forging [8]. Apart from manufacturing, VP also has a profound impact on the medical field. It was used in training, surgical planning, and creation of digital human organs [9]. Virtual organs were created according to the patient’s data for subsequent simulations. During surgical education, students could ‘fly’ inside and around the organs, which responded like real ones to operations. They could thus practise surgeries and other medical procedures.

Using virtual prototypes and simulation techniques, often in a virtual reality (VR) system with innovative input and stereoscopic output, evaluate and improve a product design and validate its planning and manufacturing processes [10]–[15]. Through simulations, key factors such as the shape and the manufacturability of a product may be optimised without committing much to prototypes and tooling. Indeed, virtual simulation reduces the need for physical prototypes and hence minimizes tooling cost and material waste, and it allows manufacturers to “get it right the first time” and helps them deliver quality products to market on time and within budget [16].

A trailer is a vehicle without any power (an unpowered vehicle), designed to be attached to a tractor (a powered vehicle) for transporting goods and materials from liquids to dry goods to heavy equipment and vehicles. As India is one of the biggest agricultural country, very often trailers in tractors of one type or the other are being generally used from centuries for agricultural purposes, hauling materials and for building and construction. As there is no specific trailer manufacturing company so non-specialists or local manufacturers produce the trailers that fail in some way or another. Hydraulic mechanisms were prone to damage from poor operational practices, chassis failed, buckets cracked etc. The main objective of this study is the design of a trailer capable of manual loading operations and suitable for rough road conditions which is to be used in combination with an agricultural tractor. Keeping in mind the above-mentioned problems of a typical Indian trailer, the trailers are specifically designed for the use in support of labour-based technology, ease of local manufacturing, compatibility with the commonly-available agricultural tractors, adapt to rough site conditions and ease of maintenance. Purpose of this study is to eliminate the few problems generally faced while driving a trailer. They are classified as-pin type arrangement for attaching the trailer to the tractor, weak hydraulic pickup hitch, and load bearing capacity of the frame.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Existing Trailers

This study was conducted in the western region (Ghaziabad District) of Uttar Pradesh state of India. The design shown in Fig. 1 is used as a conventional design from many years for the agricultural and haulage purposes. As there are, no manufacturing standards adopted for the manufacturing of a trailer (trolley) so it is being manufactured by local manufacturers with slight changes in the basic design as per their varying needs, in almost every region of India; whether it is a village, town, or a city. Often used in conjunction with powered machinery and equipment, trailers, carts, and wagons are hitched to tractor and equipment. Sometimes with the use of a simple hitch or with devices those are more complex. Farmers use haulage equipment in conjunction with combine harvesters, tractors, and other equipment capable of loading or in applications that require the loading of materials (Fig. 2).
B. Customer Needs

The first step of the process is the collection of the most important customer needs through a questionnaire based on the Likert scale [17]. The Likert questionnaire comprises of several statements, each of which the respondent has to assign a value corresponding to his level of agreement. So that is possible to categorize the customer requirements based on the importance given by the respondents [18]. The survey provides a better understanding of what customers’ want and helps the designer to focus on the most important product attributes to be improved [19]-[23]. The first step of the study was the identification of a set of needs related to operations involving a tractor–trailer combination. The list of requirements was developed starting with interviewing experts in the field. The topics included provision of C-channel welding, reduction in cost, trailer adaptability to different payloads and operations, and ergonomic operations. The questionnaire was submitted to a group of 49 male residents of Ghaziabad district of locality (Guldhar, Garhi, Duhai, Muradnagar, Dasna, Indergarhi, NH-24, Pilkhua, Masuri etc.) involved in farming and hauling activities in the nearby region. Residents evaluated a set of 8 statements choosing their degree of adherence to each statement. Using a 5-point scale composed in this way: (1) strongly disagree; (2) disagree; (3) undecided; (4) agree; (5) strongly agree.

C. Concept Design

Inventive solutions (proposed design) shown in Fig. 3 in consultation to potential customers provided by brain storming and analysis of conventional trailer generate several product variants that can be designed in parametric CAD (CATIA) software using a top-down modeling approach. The top-down logic is a typical approach to designing a complex product, as stated by many authors [24]-[26]. Adopting the same, the designer has a complete view of the whole assembly, and it is possible to make considerations and adjustments of the entire assembly in real time, resulting into savings of time.

D. Concept Selection

After the evaluation of product design concepts using consumer requirements, a second qualitative evaluation is made by a group of experts (local manufacturers) to provide their opinion about the importance of each parameter, in order to fulfill consumer requirements for the product variants. Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [27] has been used for the purpose. Participative design is important to improve quality not only in applications with industrial backgrounds, but also for non-industrial ones [28]-[30]. The purpose of the participative approach is to involve a group of experts to compare several alternative design solutions in order to find an optimal one with the help of an immersive VR environment [31]. The immersion in a virtual environment is important to let the expert make both an aesthetic evaluation of the concept and a functional evaluation of all the mechanisms [26]. With the help of virtual reality, it is possible to perform an interaction with the product and have a live experience of product use [32], [33]. The entire methodology is aimed at producing an optimal concept that satisfies customer requirements and adopts innovative solutions. The identification of the optimal concept ends the concept design process.

III. Results and Discussions

After the survey analysis, in which a mean score for each sentence was calculated, a set of requirements with a score of 4 or greater was obtained (Table I).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean Score</th>
<th>Customer requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>Stronger and lighter supporting frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>Improved drawbar hitching arrangement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>To decrease the unloading time and to ease the unloading operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>Increased load carrying capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>Option of a spare tyre (Stepney)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A set of quality characteristics (functional requirements) of the product was identified to satisfy those needs and inserted into the top row of the table. These describe the product in measurable terms and affect customer perceptions directly. For example, one of the main customer requirements reported in Table I was “stronger and lighter supporting frame”.

Once both customer requirements and quality characteristics were identified, contradictions were identified. The final evaluation phase of the best concept was carried out through an interactive design approach by the VR techniques. It involved the participation of experts in order to give weight to every quality characteristic and simulation of trailer operations considered in this step, and to obtain an overall evaluation of each concept. The instrument chosen for the decision-making process was the AHP. In the first step of the
process, the trailer selection problem was broken down into several levels identifying a set of criteria and sub-criteria [30].

The first and the foremost requirement of a trailer is its base, which serves as a skeleton supporting all its parts. The supporting frame should be capable to withstand heavy loads to ensure enough strength with optimum weight. In conventional design, although the section is capable to carry heavy loads, but its structure is quite bulky. The bulky structure (Fig. 4) not only increases the manufacturing cost but also the overall weight of a trailer. Due to the presence of a variety of manufacturers in each region, a new design is evolved frequently, but still the weight factor imposes a major problem, which increases the manufacturing cost and also the overall weight of the trailer. The basic purpose of design team is to provide a frame with reduced weight and improved load carrying capacity without increasing the overall manufacturing cost. Thus a new structure based on the design is recommended by [34]. Trailer was designed on VR as shown in Fig. 5 which is not only less in weight but also having enough strength to withstand heavy loads.

The proposed design offers following advantages over existing design: three-point support is provided in the proposed design, rather than the conventional two-point support, cross arms are provided in the proposed design, which gives an extra support to the structure rather than the conventional bunch of arms. Lighter channel sections are provided in the proposed design, which reduce the overall weight and thus the manufacturing cost. Continuous welding is being provided in the proposed design rather than the conventional discrete welding, long angular sections are provided, which not only enhances the supporting strength but also join the end sections with the middle drawbar. In conventional (existing) design a pin and eye type hitching (drawbar) arrangement is presented in Fig. 6. The proposed arrangement is designed to have an easy assemblage of the trailer drawbar and the tractor. A cylindrical shaped pin is used with a hook on its upper side for easy grasping, and an eye at the bottom for locking. A clevis pin is used to lock the cylindrical shaped pin to avoid its lifting up in case of bumping.

However, one of the major difficulties for operators of mechanical haulage units is the arrangement for attaching the trailer to the tractor. The nature of the haulage operation necessitates constant hitching and unhitching of the trailer and travel over rough sites. On some agricultural tractors, the socket hitch does not allow any vertical adjustment during hitching and unhitching. It is therefore not a practical choice when trying to align a fully loaded trailer whose drawbar is resting on the ground. Due to lack of commercial options in conventional design, for a heavy-duty hitch, is required change in design which is proposed through VR. The proposed change (Fig. 7) is robust, simple, and is adaptable to a wide range of tractors models and types (manufactures). In the proposed design two double sided pins are used which provides four sided locking to attach a trailer’s drawbar with the tractor.
In conventional (existing) design, the unloading of the material kept in the trailer is generally done by manual labour because no unloading device is present in it. Manual unloading is a time consuming and cost effective task, which also depends upon the availability of the labour. In some cases, conventional trailers are equipped with a single hydraulic cylinder in which the unloading is done automatically without the use of manual labour. However, mostly the conventional design cannot be easily equipped with the hydraulic mechanisms, as its cylinder’s stroke length is larger due to which it is very costly and bulky in appearance.

To overcome the problems of a trailer equipped with single cylinder, a mechanism with two hydraulic cylinders (Fig. 8) is used in the proposed design (instead of a single bulky cylinder); which not only increases the efficiency of working but also maintains the cost within the limit. In addition, if one cylinder fails while working there is another cylinder, which will sustain the load and prevents the sudden fall of a bucket. The arrangement is working on hydraulic pressure which is controlled by the driver. The bucket is lifted up to a certain angle depending upon the stroke of the cylinders used in the hydraulic mechanism.

In proposed design, the cylinders are located at the bottom side of the trailer (Fig. 9). These two cylinders are located in such a manner that the bucket will lift up easily and very less effort is required to lift up the bucket. The cylinders are hinged up with the pins, one pin is welded at the frame and the other is bolted with the bucket. The lifting height of the trolley is based on the stroke of cylinders.

Another important concern of the customers is that many times a difficult situation arises such as bursting or puncture of tyre due to heavy load, less air etc. In these situations it is often required that tyre has to be changed, but in conventional design no spare tyre is provided. In proposed design, an arrangement is provided so that a spare tyre can be attached with the trolley at the bottom of bucket as shown in Fig. 10 considering the balancing of the trailer and to offer as an additional advantage to the requirements of customer if any problem arises.
The proposed use of VR and AHP seems to be innovative in the evaluation phase. In particular, VR improves the interaction of the experts with the virtual concepts, allowing an adequate subjective evaluation. AHP allows not only evaluation of the weights of the different concepts, but also prioritization of the different quality elements. The final concept chosen seems to be suitable for the Indian customers, flexible enough for agricultural and transportation use, and cheap. As a continuation to this study, a comparison could be made with existing trailers.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This research was successful in examining the challenges of applying virtual reality (VR) techniques to the interactive design of a trailer of tractor. The research shows that the product representation knowledge is an important factor for understanding represented product concepts. As the ‘customer’ is the end-user of a product, establishing early communication with potential customers during product development is essential to identify their needs and to achieve response on design solutions to develop a product efficiently and make it available with greater facilities. However, it is a very difficult task to represent the different aspects of a product in the early stages of its development. When the product has not yet been materialized and there is nothing to see, hold, and focus one’s attention on.

Certain advantages are achieved on the proposed design over the conventional design as: stronger and lighter supporting frame, improved drawbar hitching arrangement, double sided hydraulic pick-up, and provision of a spare tyre for difficult situations. Evaluating the design on a three-dimensional immersive surround screen, virtual environment gives the designer a better understanding of how the analysis part is changed and how it interfaces with surrounding geometry. It also has the potential to facilitate collaborative work with others interested in the trailer (part) design. The discussion considers budgetary limitations, funding, and other factors.
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